Anharmonic vibrational analysis of water with traditional and explicitly correlated coupled cluster methods.
It is well known that the convergence of harmonic frequencies with respect to the basis set size in traditional correlated calculations is slow. We now report that the convergence of cubic and quartic force constants in traditional CCSD(T) calculations on H(2)O with Dunning's cc-pVXZ family of basis sets is also frustratingly slow. As an alternative, we explore the performance of R12-based explicitly correlated methods at the CCSD(T) level. Excellent convergence of harmonic frequencies and cubic force constants is provided by these explicitly correlated methods with R12-suited basis irrespective of the used standard approximation and/or the correlation factor. The Slater type geminal, however, outperforms the linear r(12) for quartic force constants and vibrational anharmonicity constants. The converged force constants from explicitly correlated CCSD(T) calculations succeed in reproducing the fundamental frequencies of water molecule with spectroscopic accuracy after corrections for post-CCSD(T) effects are made.